KAZAKHSTAN LEGISLATION IN GREEN ENERGY ENHANCEMENT
Synergy Partners

16 M&A transactions for the last four years. The total transaction value is more than US $1 bln.

Legal and Consulting Practice

- Corporate and M&A transactions
- Commercial contracts
- Intellectual property
- Banks and finance
- Disputes and Litigation
- Employment
- Fiscal practice
Renewables Power Plants

Power Plants will reduce emissions on environment

Heat Supply

- Central heating systems
- Petroleum gas supply
- Coal power plants

Feasible Tariff Policy

- Tariffs for power purchase agreements
- CO2 emission quota trade in present and in future
- Coal power plants upgrade investments
Legislative acts for green energy enhancement

- Energy Act 2004
- Subsoil Use Act 2010
- Gas and Gas Supply 2012
- Environmental Code 2007
- Renewables Energy Sources Support Act 2009
- Entrepreneurship Code 2015
- Land Code 2003
Renewables Power Plant milestones

- Land
- National grid plug-in
- Feasibility study
- Environmental expertise
- Construction Permit
- Power Purchase Agreement
- Commissioning and commencement

Purchase Tariff for Renewables

Investment incentives
Energy Tariff Regulation

Natural monopolies and dominant players

- Coal based tariff for consumers
- Coal based tariff for metal producers

Social support by low tariff and industrial lobby for low tariff for metal producers benefits.

There is no effective mechanism for CO2 emission trade with

- Coal power plants
- Coal power plants of metal producers

to acquire CO2 emissions quote from clean energy plants.
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